This paper illustrates the definition and the measurement methods of the main silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) features, such as photon detection efficiency as a function of over-voltage and wavelength, dark count rate, optical cross-talk, after-pulse probability. Moreover, several methods for the measurement of the breakdown voltage VBD from the current-voltage IV curve, such as the "relative derivative", the "inverse relative derivative", the "second derivative", the "third derivative" and the 'IV model" are compared. These methods are applied to a very large area monolithic device: the hexagonal SiPM S10943-2832(X) device, of area (1 cm 2 ), which has been developed in collaboration with Hamamatsu. We describe the measurements of the performance at room temperature of this device.
Introduction
In the last few years the interest in solid state photodetectors has grown significantly. In particular, SiPMs 1 ) have replaced traditional photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) in many applications. As a matter of fact, they are very compact, robust, lightweight, insensitive to magnetic fields and their operating parameters are highly stable across devices of the same type thanks to the high level of uniformity achieved by the solid state technology production technique. Also the absence of ageing caused by the integrated light over time, makes them particularly tailored for ground-based astrophysics [21] . These features allow them to operate even in the presence of high level of background light, thus increasing the duty cycle and then the physics reach. These advantages lead to the adoption of this technology in many applications and projects, not only operating in cryogenic environment, but also at room temperature.
Among these projects, the University of Geneva and a Consortium of Polish and Czech Institutions are proposing a single mirror small size telescope to CTA [12] , called the SST-1M. The SST-1M camera employs the sensor described in this paper. To achieve the desired performance with the chosen optics, the camera of the SST-1M is composed by 1296 pixels, each of an angular opening of about 0.24 • . This translates into a pixel linear size of about 2.32 cm. In order to have a spatial uniform response of the camera, the pixels should have a circular shape which ensures equal distance between pixel centres in every direction. The hexagon is the best possible shape to achieve this uniformity with minimum dead space. Nonetheless, commercially available monolithic devices of comparable size have a square shape. The University of Geneva group developed a SiPM of hexagonal shape with the Hamamatsu company. A light funnel approaching the ideal Winston cone geometry was designed to be coupled to the SiPM and achieve the desired pixel size. The light-guide has hexagonal shape and has a compression factor of about a factor of 6 [11] . It is coated to maximise reflection of blue and UV light with almost perpendicular incidence onto the sensor.
This work reports on the characterisation studies done to validate the design and verify the performances of the SST-1M new sensor type. The main characteristics of the sensor are detailed in Tab. 1. The sensor area is around 93.6 mm 2 with a linear dimension of 10.4 mm flat-to-flat which ranks it among the world's largest monolithic sensor. Table 1 : S10943-2832(X) SiPM main characteristics provided by the producer at T = 25 • C. V op = V BD + 2.8 V.
2 The Hamamatsu S10943-2832(X) SiPM
The SiPM S10943-2832(X), shown in Fig. 1 , has been designed in collaboration with Hamamatsu and is based on the so called LCT2 (Low Crosstalk) technology. Though Hamamatsu has further improved this technology (LCT5) we have adopted it for the camera of the SST-1M because at the moment of the sensor purchase the newer solution was not available. Currently, we evaluate that the slightly higher dark count rate (DCR) is not preventing the camera to have good performance if appropriately calibrated. Actually some dark count is useful for in-situ calibrations and further reduction of this rate increases the time needed to accumulate the statistics needed for precise calibrations. The sensor capacitance is directly related to its active area and this has an impact on the signal recharge time. Due to the large capacitance, signals have typical duration of about hundred ns, a too long time for the desired bandwidth of 250 MHz. This frequency is suitable for time durations of atmospheric showers induced by gamma-rays and cosmic rays. In order to reduce this time, signal shaping is needed by the front-end electronics. As shown in Fig. 1 , the sensor has four independent anodes and a common cathode. This configuration allows to readout the 4 channels independently but there is a single bias for the whole sensor. In order to achieve a shorter signal, the four channels are summed up by using the topology shown in Fig. 2 that employs an active electronics based on operational amplifiers. To acquire the AC measurements presented in this article each SiPM channel was connected to an operational amplifier OPA846 and readout independently [2] .
Static characterisation
All the laboratory measurements (i.e. static, dynamic and optical) are performed at room temperature T = 25 • C at the premises of IdeaSquare 2 at CERN, where an experimental setup has been developed. The static characterisation (i.e. reverse and forward IV), is performed using a Keithley 6487 3 pico-ammeter for bias supply and current measurements.
Forward IV characterisation
The forward IV characteristic curve of the SiPM is presented in Fig. 3 . The IV curve shows a very small increase of the current when the polarisation voltage, V bias , is below the threshold value, and a linear rapid current increase with V bias above this threshold. A physical interpretation of this behaviour can be attempted starting from the ideal Shockley law [20] , which expresses the forward current flowing through a p-n diode as: where I s is the reverse bias saturation current, V j is the voltage across the junction, V T is the thermal voltage and η is the ideality factor. The voltage V j is the difference between the applied voltage V bias and the voltage drop across the neutral region and the ohmic contacts on the two sides of the junction:
where usually R s 100 Ω.
Replacing V j by V bias in Eq. 1, we obtain:
The SiPM is composed by a given number of micro-cells (µcell), N µcell . Each µcell can be represented by a diode connected in series with a quenching resistor R q 4 . Eq. 3 applies to each single µcell by adding an additional voltage drop on its quenching resistance R q . Then for a full SiPM device with N µcell connected in parallel, Eq. 3 becomes:
The last term of Eq. 4 is negligible when I is small, while it dominates at high current (I > 5 mA). In this regime, R s + R q can be extracted from a linear fit of the forward IV characteristic curve in Fig. 3 (I = a + bV bias , where a and b are free parameters of the fit): 
Reverse IV characterisation
The reverse IV characteristic curve of the studied SiPM is presented in Fig. 4 . Two main zones can be highlighted:
• the "pre-breakdown" region corresponding to V bias below the breakdown voltage, V BD , where the current increases slowly with V bias . This dark current is due to the surface current (i.e. ionic impurities deposited on the surface during device fabrication) and the bulk current (i.e. thermal carriers generated in the depleted region (Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) [23] [7] ) and carriers resulting from trapassisted or band-to-band tunnelling).
• the "post-breakdown" region, corresponding to V bias above V BD where the current increases much faster with V bias . This trend is due to the Geiger avalanche triggered by the ionisation of free carriers within the depleted region (i.e. SRH thermal generation and tunnelling) and the associated effects (after-pulsing, prompt cross-talk and delayed cross-talk). The reverse IV measurements is commonly used for fast calculation of V BD using different methods such as the "relative derivative" [4] , the "inverse relative derivative" [6] , the "second derivative" [13] , the "third derivative" [16] and IV model methods [15] , [1] . A brief review of each model as well as the comparison of results obtained with the different methods are presented below.
In the "relative derivative" and 'inverse relative derivative" methods it is assumed that the dark count rate and cross-talk probability are linearly depending on the bias voltage, so that the SiPM gain increases linearly with the over-voltage (difference between bias voltage and breakdown voltage). The measured current can be approximated as:
where I is the measured reverse current, α and n are the model constants which determine the shape of the reverse IV. Therefore, the logarithmic derivative of Eq. 6 is:
From Eq. 7 we can observe that the breakdown voltage can be calculated as a voltage at which d dV bias ln(I) has its maximum, as shown in Fig. 5 . Hence it is possible to extract the breakdown voltage, called in the following V 1d BD , by fitting the region around it with a spiky function such as a Landau, which nonetheless cannot reproduce the correct behaviour in the regions below and above the maximum. Therefore, the calculation of V BD from "relative derivative" is limited. Another option is the "inverse relative derivative". From Eq. 6 we obtain:
With this method ( Fig. 6 ), the breakdown voltage V 1dinv.
BD
can be extracted as the voltage at which the "inverse relative derivative" is equal to zero, i.e. the intersection with the x-axis of the fitted line above V BD . Also the "second derivative" method is commonly used (see [13] , [17] ) for the breakdown voltage determination. Here, the breakdown voltage V 2d BD is calculated as the voltage corresponding to the maximum of the second derivative as shown in Fig. 7 . In the "third derivative" method [16] , authors have assumed that just above the breakdown voltage the presence of crosstalk (prompt and delayed) and after-pulses is negligible. Therefore, in this region the current is produced by charge avalanche in the µcell q µcell having an avalanche triggering probability P Geiger . Assuming that both the avalanche charge and triggering probability are linear functions of V bias , a quadratic relation for V bias ≥ V BD can be used:
The "third derivative" method also assumes that the breakdown voltages in q µcell and P Geiger are indeed two separate parameters : the "turn-on" V turn−on and "turnoff" V turn−of f voltages [24] . V turn−on defines the regime in which the microcell initiates an avalanche and the current is related to the avalanche triggering probability P Geiger . V turn−of f is the voltage at which the voltage across the diode is reduced to quench the avalanche and the current is related to charge production q µcell . Following the procedure found in Ref. [16] , the third derivative of the reverse IV characteristic curve can be fitted with:
where h = V turn−on − V turn−of f , A is the amplitude and σ is the standard deviation of the V turn−on . The third derivative of the IV curve with the corresponding fit is presented in Fig. 8 . A theoretical model of the reverse IV curve is proposed in Ref.s [15] , [1] . In this model the IV curve contemplates several regimes depending on the bias voltage: (1) the "pre-breakdown" region below V BD and (2) the "post-breakdown" region above V BD , characterised itself by the "just-above", "transition", "far-above" and "postsecond breakdown" zones (see Fig. 9 ):
• the "pre-breakdown" region, with relatively slow increase of the current related to the surface dark current, can be parametrised as:
where a and b -are free parameters;
• the "post-breakdown" region, with fast increase of the current, is the SiPM working region. In the "post-breakdown" region different regimes are distinguished:
in the "just-above" region, the current is given by the number of free carriers dNcar dt , the SiPM gain G SiP M and the Geiger probability P Geiger :
where G SiP M and P Geiger can be expressed as:
where C µcell is the SiPM microcell capacitance, ∆V = V bias − V BD is the over-voltage and:
where P DE slope is a parameter which depends on the type of SiPM (i.e. SiPM structure) and light wavelength. P DE slope defines how fast P Geiger increases with increasing ∆V for a given light wavelength. More details about P DE slope will be given at Sec. 5.2 and 5.3;
in the "far-above" region, the current is further amplified by correlated noise (i.e. afterpulsing and cross-talk effects). Due to their non-linear nature, the after-pulses are expected to be the dominant effect in this region leading to a multiplicative factor [19] :
where P ap (V bias ) is the probability that afterpulses will be produced. In this model, the after-pulse distribution in time is neglected for simplification. Therefore, the P ap (V bias ) is proportional to the initial number of charges (i.e. SiPM Gain see Eq. 13 ) created in the avalanche. Thus, P ap (V bias ) increases linearly with the over-voltage ∆V . The recursive nature of after-pulsing leads to a fast increase of the current until a "second breakdown region" is reached, at a critical voltage, V cr , where P ap (V bias = V cr ) = 1:
the "transition" region, that is located between the "just-above" and the "far-above" regions, where the current is a combination of the currents from these two regions;
in the "post-second breakdown" region, runaway after-pulses and non-quenching effects lead to a very high current limited by the total series resistance of the device. All these phenomena are combined together into the fit function:
where a, b, dNcar dt , V cr , V BD , C µcell , and P DE slope are free parameters. This formula is used to fit the experimental IV characteristic curve shown in Fig. 9 . The most significant difference between fit and data can be seen near V BD and V cr . The first one (near V BD ) is related to a fact, that SiPM biased below V BD works like Avalanche Photodiode and this regime is not included in IV Model. The difference near V cr is related to a voltage drop on R q .
The V BD obtained with all the different DC methods varies from 54.65 V ("turn-off voltage from 3 rd derivative model") up to 55.45 V ('turn-on voltage from 3 rd derivative model"), as shown in Tab. 2. The variation between obtained values is mostly related to the assumptions done to describe the IV curve. As an example, from Eq. 7, one can expect that d dV bias ln(I) → ∞. As shown in Fig. 5 , this is not a case. Therefore, more complicated assumptions (like for the "IV Model") should be used.
Dynamic characterisation
For the dynamic characterisation, the SiPM device is illuminated by low intensity LED pulses with different wavelengths (e.g. 405 nm, 420 nm, 470 nm, 505 nm, 530 nm and 572 nm). For each of the LED operating voltage, 10'000 waveforms are acquired by an oscilloscope, each 10 µs long (5'000 samples per waveform). The acquisition of waveforms is triggered with the same signal, produced by a pulse generator, which also triggered the LEDs. The readout window is chosen in order to have the trigger signal in the middle of the waveform. i.e. at 5 µs from the window start. Therefore, for a waveform we can distinguish two main intervals:
• "Dark interval" from 0 to 5 µs, when the device is operated in dark conditions. Only the SiPM thermal pulses enhanced by correlated noise, i.e. cross-talk (prompt and delayed) and after-pulses, are present (see Sec. 4.5 for more details);
• "LED" interval, from 5 to 10µs, when the device is illuminated by LED light pulses but also thermal pulses are present. Both types of pulses are further affected by SiPM correlated noise (i.e. prompt and delayed cross-talk and after-pulses).
A typical waveform is shown in Fig. 10 , where both Dark and LED intervals are marked and SiPM pulses from different sources are identified (thermal carriers 5 , LED light, after-pulses, optical prompt and delayed cross-talk). "Dark intervals" are used to calculate the SiPM Gain, the V BD , the dark count rate DCR and the optical crosstalk probability P XT , while "LED intervals" are used to calculate the SiPM after-pulse probability and photon detection efficiency P DE.
The data acquisition system used for these measurements, consists of a pre-amp based on the transimpedance amplifier OPA846, an oscilloscope Lecroy 620Zi for the waveform acquisition (a bandwidth of 20MHz is used to reduce the influence of the electronic 5 
-489 -212 -261 -751 49 -100 Table 2 : The breakdown voltage obtained from the Gain vs. V bias dynamic (AC) measurement is presented as well as results from static (DC) measurements of the reverse IV curve methods with statistics (σ stat. ) and systematic (σ sys. ) errors for the Hamamatsu S10943-2832(X) SiPM. The difference between AC and each DC measurements is also provided. 
Automatic data analysis procedure
The experimental data acquired in dynamic mode are analysed with an automatic procedure for data analysis, developed in the ROOT data Analysis Framework 6 . The waveforms acquired with the oscilloscope are used to create root-ntuples storing SiPM pulse templates. The steps of the analysis are the following:
• the construction of a template of a typical SiPM pulse shape at given working condition;
• a pulse finding procedure to identify SiPM pulses (i.e. a single pulse 7 or a train of pulses 8 ) and their relative time spacing;
• a template subtraction to reconstruct only the SiPM pulses in a train of pulses;
• a pulse shape determination to calculate the main features of the SiPM pulses as showed in Ref. 11 .
The SiPM pulse characteristics, such as the baseline, time position and amplitude, rise time and decay time, charge Q, t bef ore 9 and t af ter 10 , are determined for different values of V bias and of the temperature T. More details on the developed analysis procedure can be found in the Ref. [18] . 
SiPM Gain
The SiPM gain G is defined as the number of charges created in one avalanche in one µcell and it can be expressed as:
where Q is the avalanche charge, C µcell is the µcell capacitance and V BD is the breakdown voltage. Experimentally, the SiPM gain can be calculated from the time integration of the device signals:
where G Amp is the amplifier gain, R is the amplifier input impedance (R = 50Ω), V (t) is the pulse amplitude and V (t)dt is the area under the SiPM signal.
As can be seen in Fig. 12 , the gain increases linearly with V bias as expected from Eq. 18. Figure 12 : Gain of the amplified signal vs. V bias for the Hamamatsu S10943-2832(X). The V BD of 54.699 V is found at the intersection of the linear fit with the x-axis. The reverse IV curve with a zoom near V BD are shown and the difference between the linear fit and the IV data can be seen in a broad V bias range. Also, the ratio, defined as the difference between the experimental data and the fit function values divided by the experimental data is shown.
Breakdown Voltage, V BD
The breakdown voltage of a SiPM device represents the voltage above which the electrical field inside the depleted region of a µcell is high enough that any free carrier (created by an absorbed photon or by a thermally generated carrier) can trigger an avalanche. Experimentally, the breakdown voltage from AC measurements, V AC BD , can be determined from the curve of the gain as a function of V bias (Fig. 12 ) by extrapolating the linear fit to zero. The measured value is V AC BD = 54.699 ± 0.017 V. The comparison between this value and those obtained from reverse IV curve static (DC) methods (see Sec. 3.2) are presented in Tab. 2. We can observe significant differences between the dynamic measurement of the breakdown voltage and the static ones. The value of the V AC BD is a few hundreds of mV smaller than V BD from the IV methods (except for the case of V turn−of f BD voltage from the 3 rd derivative method). This discrepancy reflects the fundamental difference in the physics of the "breakdown" voltage obtained with these methods [15] [16] [24] . The IV static measurement is sensitive to the onset of the avalanche phenomenon and it determines the breakdown voltage as defined by the fundamental papers of McIntyre (named as "turn-on" voltage) [14] . The AC/gain linearity method determines the voltage across the diode when the avalanche is quenched (named as "turn-off" voltage). The latter is naturally lower than the former and our results are consistent with this expectation. This also explains why we find the smallest discrepancy between V AC BD and the result of the 3 rd derivative method.
SiPM micro-cell capacitance C µcell
The SiPM micro-cell capacitance C µcell can be calculated from Eq. 18 and Eq. 19, as:
Since, the amplifier gain G Amp changes with frequency, for future calculations we assume C µcell of 85 fF, as provided by Hamamatsu (See Tab. 1). The C µcell is related to micro-cell geometry, through the parallel plane capacitance equation:
where 0 = 8.854 × 10 −14 F/cm is the permittivity of free space, Si = 11.9 is the silicon dielectric constant, A = 50 × 50 × 0.615 µ m 2 is the active area reduced by the geometrical fill factor of 0.615 and d is the depletion thickness of the micro-cell. Therefore, from this formula, the resulting depletion thickness is d = 1.9 µm.
The SiPM noise
The SiPM noise is a limiting factor for low-light level applications of SiPMs (from one to few photons). The various mechanisms contributing to the SiPM noise can be classified in two main categories: the primary, or uncorrelated noise, which is independent from light conditions and is also referred to as dark count rate, DCR; the secondary or correlated noise. The DCR represents the number of output pulses per second produced when the device is in the dark by the following physical phenomena conditions. The dominating effect at room temperatures is the thermal generated carriers. When a SiPM is operated at high ∆V and the electric field across the junction increases, the electrons can tunnel through the band-gap via trap levels. In this case, the thermal generated carriers are amplified by trap-assisted tunnelling mechanism. In addition, the generation rate can be enhanced by the Poole-Frankel effect [10] , also known as band-to-band tunnelling. The electric field increase augments the tunnelling of electrons directly from the valence band into the conduction band. Therefore, at a given temperature, the DCR is determined by the number of free carriers N car enhanced by electrical field effects (i.e. trap-assisted and band-to-band tunnelings) at high ∆V and the probability that carriers trigger an avalanche (i.e. Geiger probability P Geiger ). Consequently, a simple empirical formula for the DCR can be approximated as:
where b is a free parameter describing the increase of DCR with over-voltage due to electrical field effects. Secondary, or correlated, noise is made by optical cross-talk and after-pulsing, induced by a primary avalanche previously generated by a noise source or by detected light photons. During the primary avalanche multiplication process, external photons are emitted due to hot carrier luminescence phenomena [9] . These photons may cause to:
• Prompt optical cross-talk, when external photons start secondary avalanches in one or more neighbour µcells. Therefore, the prompt cross-talk probability P XT can be expressed as:
where P hν is the probability that external photons will be emitted, Gain is the SiPM gain, which is the number of charges created during primary avalanche multiplication (see Eq. 18).
• Delayed optical cross-talk, when external photons absorbed in non-depleted regions of the device (i.s. substrate) and produce the carrier that can drift through depleted region and trigger secondary avalanche. Carrier diffusion time determines the delay time.
After-pulsing occurs when, during the primary avalanche multiplication process, one or more carriers are captured by trap levels in the micro-cell junction depletion layer and released after some time, triggering a secondary avalanche discharge correlated to the primary one. Therefore, the after-pulse probability P ap can be approximated as:
where P trap is the probability that a carrier will be trapped.
Dark count rate, DCR
As it is mentioned at the beginning of Sec. 4, in a window of about 5 µs preceding the LED trigger, the device is considered as operated in dark conditions. This time interval is used to calculate the dark count rate DCR. Figure 13 : DCR vs. threshold for different values of ∆V for the Hamamatsu S10943-2832(X) SiPM. The blue and green vertical lines represent the DCR at 0.5 p.e. and 1.5 p.e. thresholds, respectively.
The DCR as a function of a discriminating threshold (in p.e.) at a given ∆V is calculated by counting the number of SiPM pulses with amplitude above the threshold (see Fig. 13 ). The DCR at the thresholds of 0.5 and 1.5 p.e. as a function of the over-voltage is presented in Fig. 14. The measured DCR at the 0.5 p.e. threshold is fit using Eq. 22. A P DE DCR slope of 0.372 is found, of which the physical interpretation is given in Sec. 5.3. The measured DCR at 1.5. p.e. and higher thresholds includes optical cross talk and pile-up effects. Therefore it is approximated by a convolution of Eq. 22 and Eq. 23:
where P DCR Geiger is the probability that a free carrier initiates an avalanche, and P P XT Geiger is the probability that an external photon (emitted by hot carrier luminescence) will be absorbed and initiate an avalanche too. In general, free carriers and luminescence photons are absorbed at different depths of SiPM active areas. Therefore, P DCR Geiger = P P XT Geiger . We can observe good agreement between experimental data and fit curves in both cases (DCR at 0.5 and 1.5 p.e. thresholds).
The DCR at 0.5 p.e. threshold vary from 10 kHz/mm 2 at ∆V = 1.5 V up to 60 kHz/mm 2 at ∆V = 7 V. Figure 14 : DCR vs. ∆V for the Hamamatsu S10943-2832(X) SiPM. The results are presented for the 0.5 p.e. (blue) and the 1.5 p.e. threshold (green). Also, the Ratio = (DCR data − DCR f it ) ÷ DCR data for the 0.5 (blue) and 1.5 (green) p.e thresholds are shown.
Prompt cross-talk probability, P XT
Developed automatic data analysis can identify pulses inside a train if they are separated by more than 10 ns in time. Therefore, we can assume that the DCR at 1.5 p.e. threshold is caused only by the cross-talk probability, P XT , it can be calculated as:
The DCR at 1.5 p.e. threshold is enhanced by the pile up effect. The total number of pile up pulses within a given time interval τ can be calculated as:
where N 2p , N 3p , N 4p are the numbers of 2, 3 and 4 overlapping SiPM pulses during the given time interval τ . For our analysis τ = 10 ns. The P XT corrected for the pile up effect can be calculated as:
In Fig. 15 the optical cross-talk probability, P XT , as a function of the over-voltage, ∆V , is shown (blue dots) together with the corrected one (green dots). The P Corrected XT is approximated by Eq. 23 and good agreement is found between the data and the proposed fit function. Taking into account C µcell of 85 fF (See Tab. 1), two free parameters P hν and P DE P XT slope are found from the fit. We find that on average P hν = 1.51 × 10 −5 photons with sufficient energy can be emitted by one carrier crossing the junction during avalanche multiplication. This value is in reasonable agreement with Lacaita [3] , who found 2.9 × 10 −5 for photons with energy higher than 1.14 eV (or λ = 1000 nm). The physical interpretation for found P DE P XT slope of 0.12 will be given in Section 5.3.
After-pulse and delayed cross-talk probabilities, P delayed
As it is already mentioned in Sec. 4 the "Dark interval" contains the thermally generated pulses (i.e. DCR) enhanced by optical cross-talk (prompt and delayed) and after-pulses. Therefore, the "Dark interval" is used to calculate the after-pulses and delayed cross-talk probabilities P delayed as:
where < N delayed > and < N prim av.
> are the average numbers of detected after-pulses plus delayed cross-talk and primary avalanches during the "Dark interval", respectively.
Eq. 29 already contains the probability that every after-pulse can produce itself another avalanche, of which carriers may be trapped too and lead to a production of after-pulsing cascades. Therefore, the < N prim av.
> is determined only by thermally generated carriers and correlated prompt cross-talk P Corrected XT : < N prim av.
The P Corrected XT is already calculated in Sec. 4.5.2 and < N t > is calculated in the following. The distribution of the local minima over the "Dark interval" is presented in Fig. 16 . Each of the observed peaks is related to a certain number of photoelectrons p.e., which is expected to be Poisson distributed. However, the presented distribution is distorted due to correlated noise (i.e. afterpulses, prompt and delayed cross-talk). Nevertheless, the "0 p.e." peak is not affected by after-pulses and optical cross-talk (prompt and delayed cross-talk) and can be used to determine the average number of thermally generated carriers < N t > as: where P (n p.e. ) is the probability to detect the number of photo electrons n p.e. , N (0) and N (total) are the number of events in the '0 p.e." peak and the total number, respectively.
The < N delayed > can be calculated as the difference between the total number of detected SiPM pulses and < N prim av.
>. Therefore, the Eq. 29 can be presented as:
The P delayed as a function of ∆V is presented in Fig.  17 and it is fit with the formula in Eq. 24. As already mentioned in the previous section, the automatic procedure used for this data analysis can identify pulses inside a train of pulses if pulses are separated in time by ≥ 10 ns. Therefore, the after-pulse probability represented in this section is the probability to observe an after-pulse after a primary avalanche within the time interval from 10 ns up to 5 µs.
Optical characterisation
The photon detection efficiency (P DE) is one of the most important parameter for the applications involving SiPM. To study the P DE as a function of ∆V as well as of the wavelength λ, our experimental setup at IdeaSquare, CERN is used (see Fig. 18a ). In this Section the methods used for both absolute (at a given λ) and relative (λ dependent) P DE measurements are shown and corresponding results discussed at the end of the section. The schematic layout of the experimental set-up developed for absolute P DE measurements is shown in Fig 18b. The set-up is composed by an integration sphere 11 to distribute uniformly and remove any directionality of the incoming light from an LED that reach the sphere output ports. The SiPM under test is placed in front of one port while on another port a calibrated photodiode 12 is used to determine the absolute amount of light which reaches the SiPM. Each LED was biased by pulse generator, with repetition rate of f = 500 Hz. This frequency was chosen to satisfy:
• reasonable acquisition time (around 45 minutes for a given wavelength, for over-voltage range 1 V ∆V 8 V with a step of 0.4 V);
• reasonable photocurrent level ( I photocurrent 100 pA) at least 50 times higher than dark photocurrent;
• not saturate LED.:A non linear behaviour of the LEDs was found for f > 3KHz.
The dynamic range of the SiPM, i.e. the amount of light that can be handled by it, is much lower than the one of a generic photodiode. To reduce the amount of light reaching the SiPM, a Neutral Density Filter 13 (N D F ilter) is mounted between the integration sphere output port and the SiPM. It is mounted on a motorised wheel to enable easy and fast replacement. To uniformly illuminate the SiPM full active area the 50 • Square Engineered Diffuser 14 is mounted after the N D F ilter.
The surface is scanned with a LED of wavelength λ = 405 nm. For this task the small photodiode 15 (with 0.8mm 2 active area) is fixed on the translation stage. The measurements of the light intensity as a function of OX and OY positions are done over a 30 × 30 mm 2 area. The normalised light intensity as a function of the XY position is presented in Fig. 19 over the 12 × 12 mm 2 active area of the SiPM. We measure a light intensity nonuniformity of the SiPM of less than 2%. To include this non uniformity in the P DE calculation the correction factor for the light non-uniformity α light is calculated as:
where I light (x, y) is the normalised light intensity at the x, y coordinate (See Fig. 19 ), S SiP M and S P D are the active areas of the SiPM and of the calibrated photodiode, respectively, across which the integration is done. 11 Thorlab, Model IS200-4 12 Hamamatsu S1337-1010BQ, s/n 61 13 Thorlab, Model NE530B 14 Thorlab, ED1-S50-MD 15 Thorlab, Model SM05PD2A Figure 19 : Normalised light intensity as a function of XY position. .
The power ratio R = P P D /P SiP M between the light intensity measured by the calibrated photodiode, P P D , and the SiPM, P SiP M , is measured experimentally. This is done by replacing the SiPM by another calibrated photodiode 16 , while the diffuser is present not to change the original light spatial position as for the SiPM. The measurements done with different LEDs of different wavelengths λ are presented in Table 3 .
Wavelength (nm)
R In order to correct for this effect in the PDE measurement, the transparency (R N D (n)) of the N D F ilter at a given λ is measured as:
where n is the N D F ilter number (the n = 1 corresponds to the situation without any filter), I N D (n(t 0 )) and I N D (n(t)) are the photocurrents measured by the photodiode positioned after the N D F ilter at time t 0 and t respectively, and I P D (t 0 ) and I P D (t) are the pho-tocurrents measured by the reference photodiode positioned at another output of the integration sphere at time t 0 and t, respectively. The Xenon lamp coupled with a monochromator 17 is used as a light source of a given λ. The comparison between the measured values of R M easured N D (n) and the "typical" one given by the producer R T ypical N D (n) as a function of λ are presented in Fig. 20 . The relative differences:
between measured and "typical" transmissions is presented in Fig. 20 (bottom) . The data acquisition system is similar to the one presented in Sec. 4.1. During data taking, the photo-current of the photodiode is read out by the Keithley 6487. Data taking is triggered by a pulse generator and controlled by a LABVIEW program to automate the necessary measurement steps.
The absolute P DE is calculated from the so-called Poisson method [8] [5] . For every waveform, the local minimum A min of the waveform amplitude (we are working with negative pulses) is calculated within a time window in which the light from the LED is expected to be contained (the LED gate of 40ns). A typical distribution of A min for waveforms acquired at V bias = 59.2 V is presented in Fig. 21 . Due to reasons already described in Sec. 4.5.3, the "0 p.e" peak is selected to determine the average number of detected photons k LED eliminating any influence from cross-talk (prompt and delayed) and after-pulses: 
where P (n p.e. ) is the probability to detect a given number of photo electrons n p.e. , N LED (total) is the total number of events. However, thermal SiPM pulses can appear within the LED gate used for the A min calculation. Therefore the value of k LED is corrected for dark SiPM pulses using an auxiliary dark gate. with equal length with respect to the "LED" gate, but at the beginning of a waveform, when the SiPM is operated in dark conditions):
where k corrected LED is the corrected average number of detected photons, N dark (0) and N dark (total) are the number of waveforms with no SiPM signal within the dark gate and the total number of recorded waveforms, respectively. Finally, the P DE can be calculated as:
where N photons is the average number of photons hitting the SiPM. The N photons can be calculated from converting the photocurrent from the calibrated photodiode as:
where I P D is the photocurrent measured by the calibrated photodiode, QE(λ) is the photodiode quantum efficiency, f is the pulse repetition frequency (typically f = 500 Hz) and e is the electron charge. The PDE as a function of ∆V for six different wavelengths: 405 nm, 420 nm, 470 nm, 505 nm, 530 nm and 572 nm are presented in Fig.22 . There are three main errors sources for the PDE determination:
• The precision on the N photons measurement, obtained from the current generated by the photodiode, used for the photodiode calibration curve, and corrected by the power ratio R = P P D /P SiP M (see Tab. 3).
• The determination of k corrected LED from the separation of the "0 p.e." and "1 p.e." peaks (See Fig. 21 ). Affected by SiPM noise (e.q. DCR, P XT and P a.p. ), which are enhanced by length of "LED" gate.
• The precision of calibrated quantum efficiency curve for photodiode.
Therefore, for precise absolute P DE measurements perfectly calibrated photodiodes, fast LEDs or lasers are strongly preferable.
The P DE of SiPM device is the product of three parameters: the quantum efficiency QE, the geometrical fill factor and the triggering probability P Geiger :
Only, P Geiger shows variation with ∆V . Therefore, following McIntyre [14] the P DE vs ∆V at a given λ can be parametrised as:
where P DE max = QE × , P DE slope is the parameter depending on the SiPM design and composition of free carriers, which describes how fast P DE changes with over-voltage ∆V and has dimensions 1/V oltage. Such a parameterisation provides a good description of our experimental data as shown in Fig. 22 . Figure 22 : P DE vs. ∆V of the Hamamatsu S10943-2832(X) SiPM. The results are presented for six different wavelengths: 405 nm, 420 nm, 470 nm, 505 nm, 530 nm and 572 nm. Also, the Ratio = (P DE data − P DE f it ) ÷ P DE data is shown.
Relative P DE measurement with continuous light
Since the absolute P DE measurements method requires a pulsed light source, the P DE is calculated only for six fixed wavelengths. Therefore, to measure the P DE in a wide wavelength range, from 280 nm up to 1150 nm, the second method, the so called "Relative PDE", is used. The schematic layout of the experimental set-up developed for the relative P DE measurement is shown in Fig 18c. The 75 W Xe lamp coupled with the monochromator is used. The reverse current-voltage IV characteristics of the SiPM device illuminated by various light wavelengths λ are performed using a Keithley 2400. The Keithley 6487 is used to read photocurrent from calibrated photodiode. The collection of reverse IV curves of the Hamamatsu S10943-2832(X) SiPM illuminated by continuous light of various wavelengths from 280 nm up to 1150 nm is presented in Fig. 23 . The difference between SiPM current with light and in dark condition I light SiP M − I dark SiP M at a given ∆V can be expressed as:
where P DE(∆V, λ) -is the SiPM P DE at a given ∆V and λ, N γ -is the average number of photons sent to the SiPM device per given time interval, G SiP M (∆V ) is the effective SiPM gain, namely the SiPM gain enhanced by cross-talk (prompt and delayed) and after-pulses effects (for more details see Sec. 4.1). The N γ is proportional to the photocurrent from the calibrated photodiode I P D (λ). Therefore, the relative P DE can be presented from Eg. 
The relative P DE as a function of λ at ∆V = 2.8 V is presented in Fig. 24 . Also, the relative P DE can be calculated from the "IV Model" (For more details see Sec. 3.2).
To calculate the relative P DE from the "IV Model", the reverse IV curves are normalised to the light intensity from the calibrated photodiode. We know that for a given SiPM device at a given temperature the C µcell and dNcar dt do not depend on light intensity, but they are related to the SiPM internal structure. Therefore, the simultaneous fit is done by Eq. 17, assuming that C µcell and dNcar dt are the same for all curves. To simplify the fit procedure, the simultaneous fit is done only for the eight curves corresponding to 300, 350, 400, 470, 550, 600, 700 and 800 nm wavelengths. However, except for computing time, there is no further limitation to use a higher number of reverse IV curves for the fitting procedure. The relative P DE calculated from the "IV Model" is in a good agreement with the results calculated from Eq. 43 as shown in Fig. 24 . The main advantage to use the "IV Model" for relative P DE calculation instead of the calculation in Eq. 43 is that the "IV Model" also provides information about the breakdown voltage. In case of Eq. 43 the V BD should be calculated independently (from AC or DC measurements), to be able to present the P DE as a function of over-voltage.
To have an absolute P DE vs λ the relative P DE is normalised to the absolute values obtained from Eq.41 at ∆V = 2.8V and presented in Fig. 25 . Due to the complicate behaviour of the P DE as a function of λ, we use the convolution of three polynomial functions to fit experimental data from 260 up to 1000 nm: where a i , b i , c i , with i = 1, 2, 3, and d 3 -are 10 free parameters and H i is the Heaviside step functions. Good agreement between experimental data and this approximation can be found in Fig. 25 . where P DE M ax (λ) is the free parameter defining the P DE saturation and given by Eq. 44, P Geiger (P DE slope (λ, ∆V )) is the Geiger probability (See Eq. 14). The P DE slope as a function of λ is well represented by a polynomial of 3 d order. As a matter of fact, the agreement with this representation is on average of less than 3 % (see Fig. 27 ). The biggest disagreements related to low over-voltages (∆V 1.5 V ), especially for:
• λ 300 nm, in this range the Xe lamp was operated with 1.24 mm slit width (to deliver reasonable light level). It leaded in 16.1 nm wavelength resolution, what results to poor precision of calculated P DE (See Fig. 25 ) and respectively to poor agreement with fit function
• λ 800 nm, in this range photocurrent generated by SiPM is very close to its dark current (please see Fig. 23 ). Therefore, the signal to noise ratio is low in this λ range.
From the fit the P DE slope vs. λ is calculated and presented in the Fig. 28 . This parameter can be used to calculate the P Geiger at any λ or ∆V as it will be presented in the next section (5.3). 
Geiger probability, P Geiger
Geiger probability P Geiger , also known as triggering probability, represents the probability that a carrier reaching the high field region will trigger an avalanche. The P Geiger is calculated from a part of P DE fit (See Eq. 41) and P DE slope as: P Geiger (λ, ∆V ) = 1 − exp (P DE slope (λ) × ∆V ) (46)
The P Geiger as a function of ∆V for different wavelengths λ is presented in Fig. 29 . We can observe that P Geiger increases with increasing ∆V much faster for short λ (blue light) than for long λ (red light). This behaviour is related to the properties of light absorption in silicon and to the SiPM micro-cell structure: p + /n/n − epi/n − sub and electrons α e and holes α h ionisation rates. Following Oldham [22] , the P Geiger is a combination of electrons P e and holes P h triggering probabilities:
The p + /n/n−epi/n−sub structure SiPM has two boundary conditions: P e (d) = 0 (48) P h (0) = 0
where d is the depletion thickness of micro-cell. From these boundary conditions we can assume that P Geiger at short λ (blue light) represented only by P e , while P Geiger at long λ (red light) represented only by P h . Following Oldham [22] and McIntyre [14] P e increases with increasing ∆V much faster with respect to P h (i.e. α e >> α h ) as we can observe in Fig. 29 .
The average probability that thermal pulses (see Sec. 4.5.1) or pulses created by optical cross-talk (see Sec. 4.5.2) trigger an avalanche are presented as P DCR Geiger and P P XT Geiger in Fig.29 . It is found that P DCR Geiger is equal to P Geiger at λ = 565 nm, while P P XT Geiger is equal to P Geiger at λ = 1041 nm from P DE slope . Knowing the absorption depth in Si at these wavelengths which is 1.7 µm for 565 nm and 440 µm for 1041 nm we may conclude that:
• the main contribution of DCR is coming from carriers thermally generated in the n−epi layer. Since the measured device has a p + /n/n − epi/n − sub micro-cell structure of 1.9 µm depletion thickness (see Sec. 4.4), the 1.7 µm depth should correspond to the n − epi layer;
• the main contribution of P XT is coming from photons (emitted due to hot carrier luminescence phenomena) penetrated down to the end of the n−sub layer, where they are reflected back into the active area and trigger secondary avalanches (440 µm correspond to the tipical SiPM thickness); Figure 29 : P Geiger as a function ∆V for various λ. Also the average P Geiger for DCR and for P XT are shown.
Conclusions
In this paper we report about the full characterisation measurements of the large area hexagonal SiPM S10943-2832(X). We measured SiPM parameters like: breakdown voltage V BD , dark count rate DCR, optical cross-talk P XT and after-pulse probability P ap , triggering probability P Geiger , photon detection efficiency P DE as a function of overvoltage ∆V and wavelength λ. All, these characteristics are detailed in Tab. 4. Additionally, we compared several methods commonly used for V BD calculation from reverse current voltage IV measurements. The functions to fit P DE, DCR and P XT are proposed. Moreover, from these fits, the regions that mostly contribute carriers and photons, respectively, to DCR and P XT , are found. Table 4 : S10943-2832(X) SiPM main measured characteristics at T = 25 • C. V op = V BD + 2.8 V.
